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A wild sandstorm common in this region. If wind gusts reach 30 meters per second, then a series of sand flows occur in cities, which can go to residential areas and cars. The Mexican authorities have declared a state of emergency, in the region declared the risk of flooding. *** Mexico abandoned the fight against drugs and began to take measures to save the banks. The measures of the Mexican authorities in the fight against drug trafficking
were full of delays and obviously did not lead to the desired result. Earlier, in the course of unsuccessful special operations, Mexican police shot more than ten people. The country's central bank has imposed restrictions on cash transactions. In addition, the Mexican authorities canceled the licenses of several banks. To attract additional money into the banking system, they offered depositors deposits in insurance companies. But the problems
did not end there - in July, protests in Mexico City turned into a mass uprising against the government and the new administration of President Inacio Lugo. And in January, the opposition organized a ground operation, during which the bodies of more than 30 people fell into the hands of the rebels. In the hospital of the city of San Lorenzo de Barricada, where they were searched, according to official data, an unidentified corpse of one of the
leaders of the uprising, Hernando Davila, was found. He was also considered the main organizer of the rebellion, which the Mexican opposition considers a coup d'Ã©tat. According to the latest data, during the riots that began in Mexico on January 11, about 150 people died. http:/nato.int/cps/en/russia/20140502-mexico-killed-protesters-nato-at-two-points.asp READ IN THE ISSUE: - ORPHAN GIRLS HAVE BEEN MADE IN THE BUTT
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